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Abstract 17 

 18 

The ridge-and-valley roughness structure of a polyamide reverse osmosis (RO) 19 

membrane has a paramount impact on its separation performance. We show that this 20 

surface roughness appearance was shaped by gas nanobubbles confined between the 21 

polyamide rejection layer and the substrate. Performing interfacial polymerization (IP) 22 

under alternative confinement conditions led to drastically different surface 23 

morphologies, e.g., smooth polyamide surface formed at support-free aqueous/organic 24 

interfaces whereas crater-like features formed in inversed IP. For the first time, we 25 

demonstrated the collapse of fully hydrated balloon-like nodules into dehydrated leaf-26 

like and donut-like roughness features during membrane drying by performing an in-27 

situ atomic force microscopic characterization. Deformation of roughness features 28 

caused by dehydration was not fully reversible, which correlates well with the dramatic 29 

reduction of membrane permeability upon drying. Our study provides a fundamental 30 

framework for the surface roughness formation in RO membranes, which is critical for 31 

advancing roughness control technologies with enhanced membrane performance.           32 
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INTRODUCTION 33 

Thin film composite reverse osmosis (TFC-RO) membranes represent the state-of-the-34 

art technology for desalination and water reuse [1, 2]. Their polyamide rejection layer, 35 

prepared by an interfacial polymerization (IP) reaction between an aqueous solution of 36 

aromatic amines and an organic solution of acyl chlorides [1, 3, 4], presents nanoscale 37 

heterogeneous surface [5, 6] with unique roughness features commonly known as the 38 

“ridge-and-valley” structures [7-13]. The surface roughness of TFC-RO membranes 39 

has paramount effect on their separation performance [12, 14-19]. For example, greatly 40 

improved water permeability has been correlated with increased membrane surface 41 

roughness [10, 17, 20, 21]. 42 

The formation of the roughness features in the polyamide rejection layer has been 43 

traditionally explained by the diffusion of amine monomers (e.g., m-phenylenediamine 44 

(MPD)) into the organic solution of acyl chlorides (e.g., trimesoyl chloride (TMC)) and 45 

the instability of the reaction interface [22-28]. However, these simple models could 46 

not explain the formation of smooth polyamide layers at low MPD-TMC concentrations 47 

[28, 29]. In a recent work, Ma et al. [20] revealed that nanosized gas bubbles such as 48 

CO2, released from the aqueous amine solution due to the generation of acid and heat 49 

during the IP reaction, is responsible for the roughness formation in a polysulfone (PSF) 50 

supported polyamide layer. This nanofoaming mechanism is supported by the presence 51 

of numerous nanosized voids within the polyamide rejection layer (up to 32% by 52 

volume fraction) [7-9, 30]. It further explains the disappearance of the surface 53 
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roughness by using low MPD-TMC concentrations [28, 31], pre-degassing the amine 54 

solution before IP [20], or prolonging the reaction duration to allow better heat 55 

dissipation (e.g., by electrospray-assisted IP) [32, 33]. Nevertheless, nanofoaming 56 

alone is inadequate to explain the role of the substrate on surface roughness [34, 35], 57 

such as the formation of a smooth polyamide film at a free water/hexane interface [29].   58 

The apparent failure of Ma’s nanofoaming theory prompts us to hypothesize that the 59 

confinement of the nanobubbles plays a critical role in shaping the ridge-and-valley 60 

roughness appearance and that the removal of confinement leads to the disappearance 61 

of these characteristic features. Accordingly, we designed different IP routes to 62 

systematically create different confinement conditions and investigate their effect on 63 

roughness generation. We further hypothesize that the nanovoids-containing roughness 64 

features undergo deformation upon dehydration. In this study, for the first time, we 65 

developed an in-situ atomic force microscopic (AFM) method for continuous 66 

monitoring of membrane roughness during an entire drying cycle. We show that the 67 

commonly reported ridge-and-valley structures are the compounded effects of the 68 

creation of nanovoids by confined nanobubbles during IP and their subsequent partial 69 

collapse upon drying. The fine elucidation of the roughness structures and their 70 

formation mechanisms in our study provide a fundamental framework for tailoring 71 

surface roughness of TFC-RO membranes and advance the understanding of their 72 

transport behavior. 73 

 74 
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METHODOLOGY 75 

Fabrication of membranes 76 

All TFC-RO membranes were prepared by the IP reaction of 2% MPD aqueous solution 77 

and 0.1% TMC hexane solution. Three different IP routes were adopted to 78 

systematically investigate the confinement effect (Figure 1a). In the normal IP (n-IP), 79 

we followed a conventional method [31]: an MPD-impregnated PSF substrate 80 

(Aromem Pte. Ltd., Suzhou, China) was soaked in a TMC solution for 2 mins to form 81 

a thin polyamide layer. We also conducted an invert IP (i-IP) process by switching the 82 

sequence of MPD and TMC application. Specifically, the support membrane was first 83 

impregnated with 0.1% TMC hexane solution. To minimize the hydrolyzation of TMC, 84 

the adsorbed water in the PSF substrate was replaced first with pure ethanol, 85 

ethanol/hexane, and primed by pure hexane for 10 minutes in sequence and then soaked 86 

in 0.1% TMC/hexane solution for another 5 minutes. Figure S1 shows the solvent 87 

infiltration step did not alter the permeability of the PSF substrate. The TMC 88 

impregnated substrate was contacted with the 2% MPD aqueous solution immediately 89 

for 2 minutes to allow the IP reaction to complete. During this process, the substrate 90 

was floated on the surface of the MPD solution with a top-side-down manner due to the 91 

density difference. The f-IP reaction was carried out at a support-free interface between 92 

an MPD aqueous solution and TMC hexane solution in a glass container. For 93 

characterization, the PA layer was further loaded on an AAO membrane/silicon wafer 94 

for microscopic characterization. For performance characterization purpose, the PA 95 
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layer was loaded onto a PSF substrate by performing the f-IP reaction in the funnel of 96 

a vacuum filter assembly (KG-90, ADVANTEC, JAPAN) preloaded with a wet PSF 97 

substrate. The IP reaction (2 min) was terminated by the drainage of the MPD solution 98 

(pumped through the PSF substrate) and removing of excess TMC solution (manually, 99 

using a pipette). Finally, the vacuum was continued for ~10 minutes until the f-IP 100 

membrane is bond with the PSF substrate. The polyamide layers formed by n-IP, f-IP, 101 

and i-IP were denoted as n-PA, f-PA, and i-PA, respectively. All the membranes were 102 

washed thoroughly and preserved in DI water until further usage.  103 

Characterization of membrane morphology 104 

Microscopical studies for dry membranes 105 

Surface and cross-sectional morphologies of membranes were characterized by an 106 

ultrahigh-resolution Hitachi 8010U FESEM unit. Cross-sectional images were 107 

produced by fracturing membrane coupons in liquid nitrogen. Prior to observation, the 108 

samples were sputter coated with Pt at standard coating distance (~ 8 cm) with a 15 mA 109 

current. Surface samples were coated for 30 seconds and cross-section samples were 110 

coated for 45 seconds respectively. Topological images in air and liquid were obtained 111 

using an atomic force microscope (AFM, ICON, Bruker, Billerica, MA). Unless 112 

specified, the cantilever was scanasyst-air/fluid and the work mode was tapping. Free-113 

standing polyamide (PA) selective layers were isolated by dissolving the substrate PSF 114 

layer in pure DMF. Thorough washing of a PA layer with DMF comprises of 3 cycles 115 

of rinsing (3 minutes) and soaking (10 minutes). The neat PA layer was transparent and 116 
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no white color precipitates can be observed on its top. The free-standing polyamide 117 

layer was then transferred onto silicon wafer for further characterization or analysis. 118 

Microscopical studies for wet membranes 119 

An in-situ AFM method was developed to monitor the morphological changes of n-PA 120 

during an air-drying cycle. A nascent membrane in its wet state was sealed with O-ring 121 

in a liquid cell assembly (EC Cell Assembly, Bruker, Billerica, MA) with only its 122 

polyamide surface exposed to the ambient air (26 °C, 40% RH) to allow the evaporation 123 

of water while performing AFM measurements (TESPA-V2 cantilever, tapping mode, 124 

1 Hz scan rate). Upon the disappearance of the excess water layer on the membrane 125 

surface, AFM images were taken approximately every 13 minutes according to the scan 126 

settings, and the drying was continued for 65 minutes. 127 

Separation performance tests 128 

Membrane separation performance (flux and salt rejection) was tested with a lab-scale 129 

cross-flow RO test setup. The diameter of the circular-shaped membrane cell was 5 cm 130 

and the feed channel depth was 2.5 mm. The cross-flow velocity and pressure were 1.6 131 

L/min and 2.0 MPa, respectively. All membranes were compacted with DI water for 1 132 

hour, then the flux and NaCl (2000 ppm) rejection were tested over a duration of 1 hour. 133 

The A and B values were calculated following in accordance to our previous publication 134 

[31].  135 

Membrane rehydration 136 

Membrane samples were first dried in a fumehood (25 °C, 70% RH for 2 hrs) or in an 137 
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oven (80 °C for 30 mins). In a comparative study, a membrane coupon was soaked with 138 

10% glycerol/water for 60 minutes and then dried in the fumehood. Rehydration was 139 

performed by soaking n-PA membrane samples in deionized (DI) water, 0.1% sodium 140 

dodecyl sulphate (SDS) solution, or 80% ethanol. For ex-situ AFM characterization, 141 

rehydration of the oven-dried sample was performed with the following treatments in 142 

sequence: soaking in DI water for 36.5 hours, prewetting with 50/50 (v/v) IPA/water 143 

and then soaking in DI water for another 6 hours, followed by a further forward osmosis 144 

(FO) treatment using 4 M NaCl as draw solution on the rejection layer side and DI 145 

water on the PSF substrate side. The FO treatment was designed to utilize the FO water 146 

flux to restore the polyamide nodules. Briefly, a wet membrane was clamped between 147 

two solution compartments and sealed with silicone rubber sheet. The solution 148 

compartment facing the membrane top surface was filled with 4M NaCl, and the other 149 

compartment facing the support side was filled with DI water. Water was continuously 150 

drawn from the support side chamber to the draw solution side. The duration of the FO 151 

treatment was 1 hour. It is worthwhile to note that the FO treatment was adopted as a 152 

means to investigate the reversibility of nodule deformation. This treatment is not 153 

recommended for implementation for large plants due to the potential risk of 154 

delamination of the PA layer from its substrate.    155 

 156 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 157 

Confined nanobubbles mold the surface roughness of TFC-RO membranes 158 

 159 

Figure 1. (a) The formation of PA layer during n-IP, f-IP, and i-IP. n-IP: normal 160 

interfacial polymerization method using PSF support membrane. f-IP: free interface 161 

interfacial polymerization. i-IP: invert interfacial polymerization method (TMC 162 

soaking followed by MPD soaking) using PSF support membrane. (b) FESEM 163 

morphological characterization for n-PA, f-PA, and i-PA membranes: top surfaces 164 

(upper panel), flip surfaces (middle panel) and cross sections (lower panel). The 165 

polyamide layers formed by n-IP, f-IP, and i-IP methods were denoted as n-PA, f-PA, 166 
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and i-PA, respectively.  167 

 168 

The top surface of the n-PA was characterized by a “ridge-and-valley” appearance 169 

showing both small globular nodules and some elongated “leaf-like” structures (shown 170 

by blue and red arrows in Figure 1b, respectively), in good agreement with the literature 171 

[4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 36-39]. Its average surface roughness (Ra) was 54.2 nm (Figure 2a), 172 

which is typical for polyamide desalination membranes [31, 40]. The cross-sectional 173 

view (Figure 1b) shows densely-packed nodules standing side-by-side at the base of the 174 

selective layer, together with leaf-like features extending to the upper part of the 175 

selective layer. The cross-section also shows the presence of nanovoids inside these 176 

roughness features [6-8, 11, 26, 27, 41], which extended all the way to the flip side of 177 

the n-PA layer (Figure 3). Consequently, its flip side exhibits a honeycomb-like 178 

structure. The morphology of this honeycomb-like structure remained unchanged with 179 

prolonged soaking in DMF (Figure S2), implying that these structural features were not 180 

artifacts resulting from the DMF treatment. The formation of hollow nodules and leaves 181 

can be explained by the degassing of CO2 nanobubbles from the amine solution with 182 

the release of heat and acid during the IP reaction (Figure 1a) [20]. Due to the significant 183 

resistance to air movement by the PSF substrate, i.e., the confinement effect, the 184 

degassed nanobubbles tend to grow towards the reaction interface where a polyamide 185 

film is rapidly formed [31]. Therefore, the “ridge-and-valley” appearance is a result of 186 

molding polyamide by the trapped nanobubbles. Upon the formation of a gas-tight 187 

polyamide film at the reaction interface, any further release of gas now has to escape 188 
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from its flip-side, which interrupts the complete encapsulation of the nanovoids to form 189 

the honeycomb-like pores to facilitate air passages.      190 

 191 

Figure 2. The 3D representation AFM micrographs of (a) n-PA, (b) f-PA, and, (c) i-PA 192 

surfaces. Their average surface roughness (Ra) were 54.2, 4.1, and 23.0 nm, respectively. 193 

The color scale for the data has been unified to facilitate comparison.  194 

 195 

 196 

Figure 3. The FESEM image of (a) the cross-section of the bare AAO substrate and (b) 197 

the cross-section of a n-PA layer transferred onto the AAO substrate, and (c) a tilted 198 

section that showing the bottom side of the n-PA layer. The SEM images present clearly 199 

visible nanovoids within the polyamide roughness features. These nanovoids are 200 

connected to the honeycomb-like pores in the flip-side of n-PA. 201 

 202 

To further test the role of confinement, f-IP and i-IP were performed under otherwise 203 

identical reaction conditions. The resultant f-PA had a much smoother surface (Ra = 4.1 204 

nm, see Figure 2b). FESEM micrographs (Figure 1b) reveals that this membrane was 205 

nearly free of the conventional roughness features. In contrast, the i-PA layer exhibits a 206 

“crater-like” structure with moderate roughness (Ra = 23.0 nm, see Figure 2c). These 207 
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apparently disparate results are the direct consequence of the different confinement 208 

conditions. During i-IP, CO2 nanobubbles released from the aqueous side of the reaction 209 

interface. Unlike the case of n-IP where the nanobubbles are sandwiched between the 210 

polyamide film and the substrate, gas bubbles produced in i-IP are expected to have 211 

lower pressure due to the lack of confinement from the aqueous solution side. This 212 

lower pressure allows the formation of larger bubbles. The bubbles push monomer 213 

solutions to their surroundings, yet these movements are constrained laterally by the 214 

PSF support. Therefore, the growth of the larger bubbles together with the constraints 215 

by the PSF support molds the cater-like features, with some craters as large as ~ 0.5 µm 216 

in diameter (Figure 1a and Figure S3). For the case of f-IP at a support-free interface, 217 

the total lack of constraint by a substrate (allowing the polyamide film to be smoothen 218 

out more easily) and the presence of a large reservoir of high-pH amine solution at ~ 219 

pH 9.7 (allowing bubbles to be more readily dissolved) result in the formation of a 220 

smooth PA layer.   221 

 222 
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 223 

Figure 4. The (a) flux/rejection and (b) A/B value of the n-IP, f-IP, and i-IP membranes. 224 

All membranes were tested using a feed solution of 2000 ppm NaCl at an applied 225 

pressure of 2.0 MPa. Data reported was based on the average of 3 membrane samples 226 

for n-IP and i-IP or 5 membrane samples for f-IP. The greater number of samples was 227 

adopted for f-IP due to the slightly greater variation for its rejection data (refer to Table 228 

S1).  229 

 230 

Compared to n-PA, the water permeability of f-PA and i-PA was nearly halved (Figure 231 

4) with the absence of ostentatious nodules/leaves (i.e., reduced surface area), which 232 

provide direct evidence that the presence of these roughness features enhances 233 

membrane permeability. On the other hand, the NaCl rejection of f-PA and i-PA was 234 

also greatly reduced (and the B value was increased), which may be caused by defects 235 

generated in their fabrication processes. For example, nano-sized pinholes were 236 

observed on top of the i-PA membrane (Figure S3). In contrast, the better rejection of 237 

n-PA can be potentially explained by a “spontaneous self-healing” mechanism. The 238 

presence of moderately pressurized nanobubbles in the confined space forces the 239 

aqueous amide solution to the defect sites (if any), whose interfacial polymerization 240 
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with TMC will then seal these defects. Nevertheless, excessive formation of 241 

nanobubbles could disrupt the formation of an intact polyamide film. The results in the 242 

current study conclude the critical importance of nanobubble confinement on shaping 243 

the roughness of TFC-RO membranes and determining their separation performance.    244 

 245 

Figure 5. Size distribution of surface roughness features of the n-PA layer, honeycomb-246 

like pores on its flip-side, and pores of the PSF substrate. The representative 247 

micrographs (from left to right) show a typical FESEM/AFM micrograph of the PSF, 248 

the n-PA flip surface, and the n-PA top surface. AFM was performed for a well hydrated 249 

n-PA layer (see details in Figure 7). Note: sizes are reported based on all structures 250 

counted on a certain scanned area (a: PSF substrate pores, ~1.14 μm2, 807 pores; b: PA 251 

flipside, 1.0 μm2, 421 openings; c: PA surface layer, 6.25 μm2, 195 nodules). Please 252 

refer to Figure S4 for the detailed information regarding analysis of the structural 253 

features. 254 

 255 

We further analyzed the size distribution and number density for the roughness features 256 

of the n-PA membrane, in relation to its substrate pores and the honeycomb-like pores 257 
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observed from the flip-side of the polyamide layer (Figure 5). The nodules of the n-PA 258 

surface had a number density of 31.2 counts/m2, and its size distribution followed a 259 

log-normal pattern with the highest frequency of size centering at ~ 175 nm. In contrast, 260 

significantly more pores were observed (421 counts/m2) with much smaller size 261 

(centered at ~ 31 nm) on its flip side. These results suggest that each nanovoid within a 262 

roughness nodule may be connected to multiple pores on the flip side of the polyamide 263 

layer. Analysis of the PSF substrate reveals even smaller pore size (centered at ~ 9 nm) 264 

with higher number density (710 counts/m2), suggesting that the pores at PA flip side 265 

may span over multiple pores on the PSF substrate to result in an overall number ratio 266 

of 1 nodule to 13 flip side pores and 23 substrate pores. Our results are consistent to a 267 

previous study reporting that each roughness feature corresponds to multiple pores in 268 

the substrate [42]. While this hierarchic nanocavity-pore connectivity is formed during 269 

the IP reaction to facilitate the degassing through the substrate, such a structure ensures 270 

an unobstructed pathway to water transport as well.   271 

 272 
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Dehydration causes partial collapse of roughness features 273 

 274 

Figure 6. Dehydration and rehydration of n-PA. (a) In-situ AFM observation of 275 

dehydration of the n-PA membrane (top surface) over a 65-minute duration. All images 276 

(i-v) were scanned bottom up, with scanning time of about 13 minutes (which was 277 

required for an image to be accomplished according to the scan settings). During the 278 

dehydration process, some large size nodules (blue dotted circles) transformed into 279 

donut/leaf-like structures (green dotted circles). (b) Ex-situ AFM observation of the 280 

impact of rehydration conditions on the n-PA morphology. All images were taken for 281 

the same sample after the following treatments in sequence: (i) drying in oven at 80 °C 282 

for 30 mins; (ii) rehydration in DI water for 30 minutes; (iii) rehydration in DI water 283 

for another 36 hours; (iv) an additional treatment by prewetting with 50/50 (v/v) 284 

IPA/water and then rehydration in DI water for another 6 hours; (v) a further forward 285 

osmosis (FO) treatment. (c) The 3D AFM micrographs of (i) the well-hydrated n-PA 286 

surface, (ii) dehydrated n-PA surface in 80 °C oven for 30 minutes, and (iii) partially 287 

rehydrated n-PA surface in DI water (same rehydration condition with b(iii)). (d) 288 
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Schematics of deformation of polyamide roughness features during dehydration and 289 

rehydration. 290 

 291 

Since surface roughness of n-PA is shaped by nanobubbles, one would expect “balloon-292 

like” (rounded or ellipsoidal) nodules. However, the n-PA top surface (Figure 1) 293 

presents features mostly resembling deflated balloons. This difference can be possibly 294 

reconciled considering the effect of sample drying. We therefore performed an in-situ 295 

AFM scan of a nascent n-PA membrane in its fully hydrated conditions and its 296 

subsequent time-dependent morphological changes upon drying (Figure 6). The fully 297 

hydrated n-PA (Figures 6a(i) and 6c(i)) shows a distinctive morphology characterized 298 

by balloon-like features (i.e., fully inflated nodules) of variable sizes, which supports 299 

the nanofoaming theory. Upon air drying over a period of 65 minutes (Figure 6a(i-v)), 300 

some balloons slowly became deflated, which can be attributed to the capillary forces 301 

during drying. In particular, the larger balloons (~ or > 300 nm in size) were transformed 302 

into flattened leaf-like structures, and some smaller balloons collapsed into “donut-like” 303 

shapes. We further performed ex-situ drying of the n-PA membrane in oven (Figure 304 

6b(i)), which led to even more severe collapse of balloons. Our in-situ and ex-situ AFM 305 

observations provide direct evidence, for the first time, that the ridge-and-valley 306 

structure observed in dry state is the compounded result of nanofoaming and drying and 307 

that the leaf-like structures originate from the collapse of large nodules upon 308 

dehydration.  309 

 310 
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Conversely, the collapsed roughness features can be partially restored by rehydration 311 

in DI water for a certain period (Figure 6b(ii, iii)). Rehydration using IPA (Figure 6(iv)), 312 

a commonly used wetting agent, appeared to be more effective than DI water in the 313 

restoration of the features. Nevertheless, IPA rehydration (Figure 6(iv)) and the use of 314 

osmotic flow (Figure 6b(v)) could not restore the nodules into their fully inflated states, 315 

suggesting that the deformation was partially irreversible.  316 

 317 

Dehydration compromises membrane permeability 318 

 319 

Figure 7. The comparison of membrane performance under various 320 

wetting/rehydration conditions (from condition i to v): (a) flux, and (b) NaCl rejection 321 

of the said membranes. (c) The morphology of the said membranes characterized by 322 

AFM. All membranes are tested using a feed solution was 2000 ppm NaCl at an applied 323 

pressure of 2.0 MPa. Data is reported based on the average of 3 membrane samples. 324 

 325 

The membrane permeability was found to be greatly affected by its hydration status. 326 

The flux of the fully hydrated membrane (Figure 7, membrane i) was 30.7 ± 1.2 L m-2 327 
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h-1. The presence of SDS in the wetting solution (Figure 7, membrane ii) had little effect 328 

on the membrane flux. After ambient drying in a fumehood (25 C and 70% RH), the 329 

membrane lost nearly half of its permeability regardless if 0.1% SDS (Figure 7, 330 

membrane iii) or 80% ethanol (Figure 7, membrane iv) was used for the rehydration. 331 

Although these wetting agents are known to provide good rehydration for the PSF 332 

substrates [43-45], they were unable to fully recover the rounded structure of the 333 

nodules. Therefore, the reduced membrane permeability can be attributed to the partial 334 

collapse of balloon-like nodules. This effect is consistent with the greater transport 335 

resistance to water within the reduced volume of the nanovoids [46]. Conversely, if the 336 

nodular structures were preserved (e.g., by pre-soaking the membrane with 10% 337 

glycerol before drying), the flux was not significantly deteriorated (Figure 7, membrane 338 

v). The strong correlation between the membrane permeability and the hydrated PA 339 

morphology reveals that proper preservation techniques are essential to maintain the 340 

high performance of TFC-RO membranes. With the exception of ethanol treatment, the 341 

salt rejection was well maintained during dehydration/rehydration. The treatment with 342 

ethanol, however, resulted in significantly lower NaCl rejection, possibly due to its 343 

ability to swell the polyamide network [47-50]. This study reveals the ability of glycerol 344 

for maintaining the PA morphology and separation performance during drying process, 345 

which echoes with the industrial practice of using preservation fluid during membrane 346 

delivery and storage [51]. 347 

IMPLICATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES 348 
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Our study elucidates for the first time the role of nanobubble confinement on the 349 

polyamide morphology. The pristine balloon-like morphology of the nascent polyamide 350 

layer was revealed, which sets a milestone on the understanding of the formation and 351 

transport mechanisms of the PA layer. We provide compelling evidence on the collapse 352 

of these balloon-like features upon dehydration, which is accompanied with dramatic 353 

reduction of separation performance. Since most literature studies perform surface 354 

morphological characterization and separation performance tests using membranes 355 

with a drying history, our study suggests a critical need for the membrane community 356 

to systematically address the issue of membrane drying and preservation. 357 

 358 

Our study also sets a fundamental framework for understanding the formation of PA 359 

layer. Although polyamide is believed to formed in the organic solution side of the IP 360 

reaction interface [3], future studies should also systematically investigate the aqueous 361 

side behaviors during the IP reaction. For example, the “volcanic eruption” model [34] 362 

has been often used to explain the effect of the substrate pores. Such nanoscale volcanic 363 

eruptions, if exist, might be related to the generation of gas bubbles within the substrate 364 

pores. The fact that each nanocavity within the polyamide layer is connected to multiple 365 

pores in the substrate may further suggest concerted volcanic eruptions from multiple 366 

pores, instead of isolated eruptions from each individual pore that is often implicitly 367 

assumed.  368 

 369 
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The current study reveals a strong dependence membrane separation performance on 370 

the roughness features. The n-PA has much greater water permeability compared to i-371 

PA and f-PA thanks to the formation of the balloon-like roughness features that provide 372 

increased filtration area. Therefore, fine engineering of the roughness structures [17] 373 

and nanofoaming of the PA layer [20, 52] may provide rational solutions to the 374 

development of high performance membranes. Future studies are also needed to further 375 

investigate the role of nanobubbles and the associated roughness structures on the 376 

rejection and selectivity of TFC polyamide membranes [52].  377 
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